PREMIER COLLECTION

CREATING THE DREAM
Indulge in our bespoke collection designed for your perfect bathroom.
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INFINIA™
Engineered by the digital shower experts, Aqualisa
Infinia™ combines all of the quality and premium
feel of the best dual control mixers, with Aqualisa
digital technology.
With one-touch start/stop, LED temperature
indicator, precision temperature control and dual
outlet, Aqualisa Infinia™ delivers the perfect
shower, every time.
No need to be in the shower for it to start. With
a remote control, your shower will warm up before
you step in. Plus, with an Eco setting delivering a
perfect shower with 33% less water, Aqualisa
Infinia™ is a true guilt-free pleasure.
Infinia™ control with Tondo dials and remote control.
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ENDLESS CHOICE
With Aqualisa Infinia™ you can express your own sense of style and individuality. The hand polished shower
control can be tailored with a choice of three different and equally elegant designer dials: Piazza,

LESS IS MORE

Tondo or Astratta (see page 23). All of which come in a choice of two different finishes: chrome and
white/chrome.

The thinnest shower in its class.
Aqualisa Infinia™ boasts an ultra-thin control
plate of just 2.5mm, which sits flush to the wall,
for the most seamless look available.

Infinia™ control with Piazza dials.
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Infinia™ control with Tondo white dials.
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Q™ EDITION offers personalisation capabilities that take the
showering experience to a whole new level. The on/off touch
switch has been specifically designed to work in a wet environment
and landmark technology includes a proximity sensor that reduces
flow to save water when you step away from the shower, to wash
or condition your hair or shave.

MORE THAN
JUST A SHOWER:
A PERSONAL
SHOWERING
EXPERIENCE
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EXTRAORDINARY
SHOWERING
Q™ EDITION is not just a shower, but extraordinary showering.
Crafted with high quality materials, it has been designed
with individuality and style in mind. From the seamless motion
of the multi-functional Q™ lever to the five customisable
metallic accents.
Personalisation is at the very heart of Q™ EDITION: MyQ™ gives
you the ability to choose from a range of six pre-set experiences
that we have created for you to suit your mood and lifestyle, like
‘Sport’, ‘Eco’ or ‘Comfort’, as well as the option to create and
save your own shower experiences so that you can repeat that
perfect shower every time.
Intuitive and easy to use, with its simple on/off touch switch, Q™
EDITION greets you with a friendly ‘Hello’ displayed on its screen
before it powers on. Its warm up feature will hold the water at
your desired temperature until you're ready to start your shower,
and the multi-functional Q™ lever adjusts the flow when you move
it up and down and navigates you through the menu. As with
all our Premier digital showers, it comes with a remote control
so that you can power on your shower and have it perfectly
pre-warmed before you step in.
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HIQU™ SHOWER
The elegance of HiQu's™ contemporary design combines with the intelligence of Aqualisa's award-winning
smart technology to deliver an intuitive shower.
Single touch start/stop with precision water-blending and lighting display that intuitively indicates the
water temperature and flow. When the lights are red the water is heating up, blue means it’s cooling
down and when they are white and steady, that’s HiQu’s™ advanced smart valve telling you that your ideal
shower is ready.
With its neat remote control you can enjoy the convenience of setting your shower running from outside
the enclosure. HiQu™ Dual Outlet Showers offer the added bonus of allowing you to choose between
two outlets to commence showering or begin filling a perfect bath.
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HIQU™ BATH
Indulge yourself in a truly smart bathing experience at the touch of a button and without
a tap in sight.
Select full, half or shallow fill: HiQu™ Bath will fill your tub to the depth and precise
temperature you choose. The intuitive lighting display will tell you when the water is flowing
at your specified temperature. HiQu™ will safely stop filling your bath when your chosen
depth has been reached, so you can just ‘fill and forget’.
If you choose to stay in your bath a little longer, go ahead and indulge yourself with HiQu’s™
Top Up function. It can add more hot water to bring a cooling bath back to perfection.
HiQu™ Bath Dual Outlet can be accessorised with your choice of stylish hand showers for
a totally co-ordinated bathroom.
For family bathrooms, place a HiQu™ Dual Outlet Shower system over the bath and team
with a bath fill, so that at the touch of a button you can effortlessly switch between the
bath fill and shower.
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RISE™
Rise™ is all about simplicity; beautifully simple aesthetics, thoughtful features and
simple installation.
A single touch will have the Rise™ warming up, whilst the sophisticated LED display lets you
know when it’s time to step in once it’s reached the perfect temperature, so you never
need to wait in the shower for the water to warm up. A remote control allows you to start
the shower remotely and to divert when necessary.
Rise™ is suitable for single and dual outlets, enabling you to switch instantly between shower
heads and/or a bath fill.
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RISE™ DCV
Rise™ DCV is a thermostatic dual control mixer shower designed with clean, simple lines made with
quality materials. Sophisticated and timeless, it is the perfect solution if you are looking for a stylish
and contemporary look.
Whether you choose a single, divert or three-way solution, teamed with your choice of accessories and
fittings, Rise™ DCV will ooze elegance and luxury, whilst also offering you maximum flexibility with its
divert system.
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HIQU XT ™
HiQu XT ™ is a thermostatic shower and bath shower mixer range that combines modern looks with an
exceptional showering experience. From its high quality all-metal chrome finished controls to its sleek
lines and architectural details, HiQu XT ™ will have pride of place in any bathroom.
With HiQu XT ™ you will enjoy a powerful, invigorating shower, every time. For low pressure gravity water
systems add a twin-ended booster pump to deliver a drench-like showering experience.
HiQu XT ™ delivers more than just high-performance showering with precise temperature control. It also
comes with a host of thoughtful features, like the Eco Flow control and a temperature override button
for safety and peace of mind.
The HiQu XT ™ Bath Shower Mixer features a diverter that lets you switch seamlessly between bathing
and showering, and can be bath or wall mounted, making HiQu XT ™ an elegant and ergonomic choice
for any bathroom space.
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CONTROLLERS
From digital showers to traditional mixers, the
controller lies at the heart of your shower or bath.
20

20
20
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INFINIA™
Infinia™ Controls

Infinia™ Control Dials

Aqualisa Infinia™ delivers all the trusted benefits of a thermostatic valve, with the increased efficiency and sleek

Aqualisa Infinia™ is the ultimate in style statements. Select from three different dial shapes and two finishes –

design of intelligent, digital showering. You can tailor the look of the control to suit your bathroom style with a

Chrome and White/Chrome.

choice of three designer dial shapes and finishes.
Available in chrome and white/chrome

PIAZZA

Start/Stop button (Infinia™ Shower) – Press button to start.
Water will dispense at the flow and temperature set by the controls.
Start/Stop and Divert button (Infinia™ Dual Outlet Shower) –
Press button to start. Water will dispense to the preferred outlet.
Press and hold to divert.

Available in chrome and white/chrome

1
4

2 Temperature control

42mm

Image shows dial in white/chrome finish

19mm

1

3 Flow control
4 LED Display –The LED light will change colour accordingly, spinning
clockwise or anti-clockwise to denote increases or decreases in
temperature (red or blue), flow (white) or a change of outlet (purple).

Infinia™ Dual Outlet Shower

HP/Combi INF01HP

HP/Combi INF02HP

42mm

Image shows dial in white/chrome finish

TONDO
3

Available in chrome and white/chrome

Gravity Pumped INF02GP

42mm
19mm

Gravity Pumped INF01GP

Piazza – White/Chrome
PIZ02

2
258mm

Infinia™ Shower

Piazza – Chrome
PIZ01

Image shows dial in white/chrome finish

Tondo – Chrome
TON01

Tondo – White/Chrome
TON02
51mm

2.5mm

115mm

Infinia™ Dual Outlet controller

Infinia™ Remote Control
Start/Stop – Press button to start or stop.

2

LED Display
Start/Stop
Flashes white until selected flow and temperature have been
reached then light remains solid.
Divert
LED will ‘blink’ once to confirm Divert.

1
2

Image shows dial in chrome finish

42mm

Astratta – Chrome
AST01

19mm

Divert button (Dual Outlet systems only) –
Push and hold and the flow will Divert to
the alternative outlet.

Available in chrome and white/chrome
89mm

1

ASTRATTA

89mm

Astratta – White/Chrome
AST02
61mm

2.5mm

Infinia™ remote control

All options come with a remote control included.
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Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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Q™ EDITION
Q™ Edition Controls

Q™ Edition Metallic Accents

With its sleek contemporary design, smart features and colour display screen, Q™ EDITION is intuitive and easy to use.

With a choice of five metallic accents, you can add a touch of elegance and modernity in your bathroom. Simply select
an Accent Pack, which includes your choice of accent for the Aqualisa Vita™ Handset and the Q™ EDITION bezel.

3
1

Bezel and handset inner ring

On/off touch switch – Touch to power on and
power off the controller.

Bright Chrome QDD.AA.01
Rose Gold QDD.AA.02
Black Chrome QDD.AA.03
Nickel QDD.AA.04
Pewter QDD.AA.05

3 Temperature bezel – Turn clockwise or
anticlockwise to increase or decrease
temperature.

5

4 Q ™ Lever – Move up and down to increase or
decrease water flow and navigate menu. Push
in to access pre-set and personalised shower
experiences and confirm selection.

2

5 Display – Colour screen appears when using
on/off touch switch or proximity sensor.

98mm

2 Proximity sensor – As you approach the
controller, the display wakes up and is ready to
go. If ‘water save’ is active this feature
automatically reduces the water to minimum
flow when you step away, to save water.

VITA™ HANDSET

Q™ EDITION WITH
ROSE GOLD ACCENT

1

4
25mm

Q™ EDITION WITH
BL ACK CHROME ACCENT

Q™ Edition Shower

Q™ Edition Dual Outlet Shower

HP/Combi QDC.01.HP
Gravity Pumped QDC.01.GP

HP/Combi QDC.02.HP
Gravity Pumped QDC.02.GP

Bright Chrome

Rose Gold

Black Chrome

Nickel

Pewter

Colour images used for illustrative purposes. Please request to see physical samples for accuracy. All Q™ EDITION
controllers need to be bought with one of the choices of bezel and handset inner rings.

Q™ Edition Remote Control
MyQ™ – shower experiences

Q™ EDITION remote control is wireless and has a micro USB charging port.

At the heart of the menu lies MyQ™. A range of six pre-set shower experiences designed to give you a choice of

All Q™ EDITION variants come with

showers to suit your mood and lifestyle, based on pre-set combinations of flow, outlet, temperature and duration.

a remote control included in the price.

Comfort

at 38º.

Sport

A hot 40º 8-minute shower from

no set time.

Refresh

the drencher at maximum flow.

Eco

A short 3-minute cooler shower
at 37º, with ‘water save’ on

24

A gentle shower at 39º with

Drench

1

On/off Press to turn the shower on.
Press and hold to change outlet.
1

67mm

Family A 7-minute handset shower

20mm

A long 12-minute shower at a
cooler 37º with maximum flow.
A long 15 minute 42 º shower
at maximum flow.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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HIQU™
HiQu™ Controls

HiQu™ Bath and HiQu™ Bath Dual Outlet Controls

HiQu™ is as elegant as it is simple to use, whether you choose a HiQu™ Shower or a HiQu™ Dual Outlet Shower.

The stylish design, elegance and simplicity of HiQu™ Bath, whether you choose the bath only or Dual Outlet

Intuitive, sophisticated lighting and simple controls make it the perfect choice for both classic and contemporary

version, means your perfect bath is always available at the touch of a button.

bathrooms.

1

Start/Stop button (HiQu™ Shower) – Press button to start/stop.
Start/Stop and Divert button (HiQu™ Dual Outlet Shower) –
Press button to start/stop. Water will dispense to the preferred
outlet. Press and hold to Divert.

210mm

4

2 Temperature control

60mm

1

4

3 Flow control
210mm

2

4 LED Display
The LED light will change colour accordingly, spinning clockwise or anti-clockwise

35mm

to denote increases or decreases in temperature (red or blue), flow (white) or a
change of outlet (purple).

1

3

1

2

3

Start/Stop button (HiQu™ Bath) – Press button to
start/stop.

35mm
60mm

HiQu™ Shower
Single Outlet option

HiQu™ Shower/Fixed Head
Dual Outlet Option

HiQu™ Shower/Bath
Dual Outlet Option

HiQu™ Shower exposed
Single Outlet Option

HP/Combi
HQD1001

HP/Combi
HQD1017

HP/Combi
HQD1019

HP/Combi
HQD1003

Gravity Pumped
HQD1002

Gravity Pumped
HQD1018

Gravity Pumped
HQD1020

Gravity Pumped
HQD1004

 tart/Stop and Divert button (HiQu™ Bath Dual
S
Outlet) Press button to start/stop. Water will
dispense to the preferred outlet. Press and hold to
Divert.
2 T
 emperature

HiQu™ Bath/Hand shower

HiQu™ Bath

HP/Combi HQD1015
Gravity Pumped HQD1016

HP/Combi HQD1005
Gravity Pumped HQD1006

3 Bath
depth setting

4 L
 ED Display
The LED light will change colour accordingly,
spinning clockwise or anti-clockwise to denote
increases or decreases in temperature (red or blue),
depth fill (white), depth recording (purple) or a
change of outlet (purple).

Programming HiQu™ Bath
HiQu™ Remote Control

Divert button (Dual Outlet systems only)
Push and hold and the flow will Divert to
the alternative outlet.
2 LED Display
Start/Stop
Flashes white until selected flow and temperature
have been reached then light remains on solid.
Divert
LED will ‘blink’ once to confirm Divert.
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Set Up mode’, put in the plug and press and hold the Start/Stop

Start/Stop – Press button to start or stop.
60mm

1

Press the Start/Stop button to start the water flowing. Select ‘Bath

1
2

button until the LED flashes purple. When the water has reached the
depth you desire for a full fill, press Start/Stop again and the controller

will remember the depth you have chosen.
It will also automatically convert this into shallow fill and half fill

16mm

depths. All you have to do is decide how hot or cool you want your
60mm

bath, select the bath depth and press ‘Start’ for a perfect bathtime.

All HiQu™ variants, except for HiQu™ Bath and Dual Bath Outlet, come with a remote control included.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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RISE™

HIQU XT ™

Rise™ Controls

HiQu XT™ Controls

Rise™ has been designed to deliver an intuitive, intelligent showering experience. Its thoughtful water saving

A bathroom classic with a design twist, HiQu XT ™ comes with easy to use controls, and thoughtful features such

features can be activated as required to suit you and your family’s needs. The LED lighting comes as standard and

as the 'eco-stop' control that reduces water usage up to 50% without compromising performance. HiQu XT ™'s

the clever display will show you when it’s time to step in – whilst the remote control allows you to start the shower

Bath Mixer Dual Outlet system allows you to switch easily between water flowing from the spout and the shower

without reaching into the enclosure.

head.

2

2 T
 emperature control
3 LED Display
A white LED will flash to denote increases
or decreases in temperature.
4 S
 tart/Stop and Divert button (Rise Dual Outlet
Shower) – Press button to start/stop. Water will
dispense to the preferred outlet.

1

1

3

55mm

Start/Stop button (Rise™ Shower single outlet)
Press button to start/stop.

120 mm

1

2
4

™

3
290

Rise™ Shower
single outlet control

1

Eco-stop button

mm

HiQu XT™ Shower

2 F
 low control

100

mm

HP/Combi HQXT000

3 Temperature control

Water saving features

4 Temperature override
button

2

You can programme a number of water saving features

5 Deck mounted fittings

Warm up* - Step in when your shower reaches temperature.
Pause* - For up to 2 minutes when shampooing or shaving.
Timer – You can decide how long you want the shower to run, up to
a maximum of 20 minutes.

3

120 mm

4

on the control:

6 Diverter

*D ue to the performance characteristics of combination boilers,

6

it is not recommended to activate these options

5

Rise™ Shower
dual outlet control

290m
55mm

1

m

4

2

70 mm

Rise™ wired
remote control
Switch on the shower or bath
fill remotely from up to 10
metres away. Push and hold
to divert if you have a Divert
option.
(Included in concealed models).

RS.B3.DS.18
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3
Rise™ Shower
single outlet control
RS.A1.01.18 – HP/Combi
RS.A2.01.18 – Gravity Pumped
Rise™ Shower
dual outlet control

HiQu XT™ Bath Shower Mixer

Wall mount fittings

HP/Combi
HQXT000BSM

525301

RS.A1.02.18 – HP/Combi
RS.A2.02.18 – Gravity Pumped

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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RISE™ DCV
Rise™ DCV Controls
Rise™ DCV is a classic mixer shower, ideal if digital showers are not for you or if you want a different look in

3

another bathroom. A Rise™ DCV Divert system offers total flexibility, whether you want an adjustable and

3

with a pair of 25mm metal levers which can be fitted if required, giving you more choice.

210mm

210mm

drencher head, a drencher head and handset or a three-way over bath combination. Each Rise™ control comes

2

2

140mm

140mm

Rise™ DCV Divert mixer valve
1
210mm

210mm

1

2

HP/Combi RSDCV002

Temperature control

3 Combined Divert and flow control

Controls shown with 25mm brass levers

Controls shown without 25mm brass levers

2

2

140mm

Flow control

3

3

2 T
 emperature control

2

Controls shown with 25mm brass levers

Controls shown without 25mm brass levers

290mm

HP/Combi RSDCV001

1

290mm

Rise™ DCV mixer valve

140mm

2

1

1

140mm

140mm

Rise™ DCV 3 way mixer valve
HP/Combi RSDCV003

1

Flow control

2 Temperature control
3 Combined Divert and flow
control

Controls shown with 25mm brass levers
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Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Controls shown without 25mm brass levers
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ACCESSORIES
Customise your shower with our wide range
of accessories. Alternatively, turn to page 40
for inspiration.
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FIXED SHOWER HEADS

400mm thin round		
metal head
Chrome OPN1014

Combining style and functionality, all our shower heads are designed to suit every style, budget and need.
From the effective lightweight 200mm head or the more indulgent 400mm size, to the LED 365mm metal head
for a more luxurious experience.

DIGITAL
READY

200mm round
lightweight head

250mm round
lightweight head

Chrome OPN1002

Chrome OPN1003

200mm thin square
metal head
Chrome OPN1007

DIGITAL
READY
DIGITAL
READY

200mm thin round
plastic head
Chrome OPN1005
300mm thin square
metal head

DIGITAL
READY

Chrome OPN1008
250mm Q ™ edition
round metal head

DIGITAL
READY

Chrome OPN1016
DIGITAL
READY

320mm x 230mm
thin oval metal head
Chrome OPN1011

300mm Q ™ edition
round metal head

DIGITAL
READY

Chrome OPN1017
DIGITAL
READY

400mm thin square
metal head
Chrome OPN1015

300mm thin round
metal head
Chrome OPN1006

DIGITAL
READY

DIGITAL
READY

365mm square flush fit
LED metal head

365mm round flush fit
LED metal head

Chrome OPN1013

Chrome OPN1012

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

DIGITAL
READY

DIGITAL
READY
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Aqualisa tests all of its Digital Showers with accessories, including handsets, hoses and outlets, that deliver a flow rate of no less than 9 litres per minute

Aqualisa tests all of its Digital Showers with accessories, including handsets, hoses and outlets, that deliver a flow rate of no less than 9 litres per minute

to ensure thermostatic stability in line with the safety standard EN 1111.

to ensure thermostatic stability in line with the safety standard EN 1111.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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HAND SHOWERS
Never has something so simple been so effective. Every Aqualisa shower head is fully adjustable and comes with a

Slim, stylish and practical. Each hand shower has its own unique look to suit your bathroom design. Complete your

range of spray patterns so you can simply choose the shower head to suit your bathroom design and lifestyle.

bespoke hand shower system, by selecting any of the hoses, wall outlets and hand shower holders. Alternatively,
to give you a helping hand, we have put together matching accessory packs, complete with hose and integral wall
outlet, the choice is yours.

130mm 3 spray Aqualisa Vita™
shower head
Chrome with space for Q™ Edition
metallic inner ring.
0PN4008

140mm thin shower head
Chrome
OPN4002

Slim metal hand shower

105mm thin hand shower

Square hand shower

Curve hand shower

Chrome OPN3002

Chrome OPN3001

Chrome OPN3004

Chrome OPN3003

Slim hand shower
accessory pack

105mm thin hand
shower accessory pack

Square hand shower
accessory pack

Curve hand shower
accessory pack

OPN5004

OPN5007

OPN5006

OPN5005

Includes:
Slim metal hand shower
Round integral wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Includes:
105mm thin hand shower
Round integral wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Includes:
Square hand shower
Square integral wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Includes:
Curve hand shower
Round integral wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

DIGITAL
READY

130mm 3 spray shower head

130mm oval 3 spray shower head

Chrome/Satin chrome
OPN4006

Chrome/Satin chrome
OPN4007

DIGITAL
READY

DIGITAL
READY

Aqualisa tests all of its Digital Showers with accessories, including handsets, hoses and outlets, that deliver a flow rate of no less than 9 litres per minute
to ensure thermostatic stability in line with the safety standard EN 1111.
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Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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SHOWER RAILS

HOSES, WALL OUTLETS AND HAND SHOWER HOLDERS

Whatever your style, taste or needs there’s a choice of well designed shower rails to choose from.

Complete your ideal bath or shower with your choice of accessories. Each thoughtfully designed to add the
perfect finishing touch to any bathroom.

Adjustable fixing points –
(min 550mm, max 805mm)

550mm shower
rail system

900mm shower
rail system

900mm shower rail system
with adjustable fixings

OPN6001

OPN6002

OPN6003

For use with Options smooth hoses

SHOWER RAIL
ACCESSORY PACKS

ARMS FOR FIXED
SHOWER HEADS

To help you create your ideal adjustable

Customise your ideal shower set-up with a shower head arm. Each

shower head system, simply select your

carefully designed to complement the Options accessories selected

choice of shower rail accessory pack,

and to suit every need and taste.

Smooth hose

Metal 1.5m hose

Brass round wall outlet

Push-fit round wall outlet

1.5m OPN7001
1.75m OPN7008

OPN7002

OPN7003

OPN7004

Round wall mounted
hand shower holder

Round wall outlet with
Square wall outlet with
combined hand shower holder combined hand shower holder

OPN7005

OPN7006

OPN7007

For use with Options
smooth hoses

For use with Options
smooth hoses

For use with Options
smooth hoses

BATH OUTLETS

then choose from a variety of adjustable
Every detail matters. That’s why we’ve produced a range of bath outlets for you to choose from so that you get

shower heads to create the perfect look

the look and practicality you desire.

that suits you.

Wall mounted 450mm
round arm
OPN2002

Deck mount hand
shower holder

Bath overflow filler 560mm
OPN8003

OPN9001
900mm waste pipe
for larger size baths
477502

Wall mounted 400mm
easy-fit round arm

(required in addition
to OPN8003)

OPN2003
Shower rail accessory pack
with push fit wall outlet
OPN5002

Ceiling mounted
450mm easy-fit round
arm (can be cut to
length)
OPN2008

Includes:
900mm shower rail system
Push-fit round wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

38

Wall mounted 450mm
square arm
OPN2005

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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COMPLETING
YOUR SHOWER
You can complete your Premier Collection shower
in 3 ways:
	 1

Choose an Option kit to pair with your controller

2 	Choose a Rise™ kit for a complete smart
shower solution
3 	Be inspired by our suggested combinations
of shower and bath outlets

40
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OPTION KITS

RISE™ KITS

Controller not included

Rise Controller included

Now that you have chosen your controller; Infinia™, Q™ EDITION, HiQu™ and Rise™ DCV, add one of our elegant

We’ve created a range of shower packs to make choosing your Rise™ Shower system quicker and easier.

Premier option kits that have been designed with you in mind. Add the cost of your chosen controller to any of the

Just decide which combination is right for you.

following kits.

{{ Rise™ smart divert drencher shower packs include a 250mm metal drencher head.
{{ All Rise™ concealed shower packs come complete with a wired remote control.
{{ Remote controls can also be bought separately.

OPTION KIT 1

OPTION KIT 2

OPTION KIT 3

OPTION KIT 4

Aqualisa Vita™ adjustable
handset with 250mm round
fixed ceiling shower head

Aqualisa Vita™ adjustable
handset with 250mm round
fixed wall shower head

Aqualisa Vita™ adjustable
handset with bathfill

Square hand shower with
200mm fixed square
wall head

OPN5008

OPN5009

OPN5010

OPN5011

OPTION KIT 5

OPTION KIT 6

OPTION KIT 7

Slim metal hand shower with
250mm Q ™ Edition round
fixed ceiling head

Slim metal hand shower with
250mm Q ™ Edition round
fixed wall head

Single adjustable kit

OPN5012

OPN5013

OPN5001

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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Rise ™ exposed with Vita™
adjustable handset

Rise ™ concealed with Vita™ adjustable
handset and wired remote

Rise ™ dual outlet shower with Vita™
adjustable handset, 250mm metal
drencher head and wired remote

HP/Combi
RS.A1.EV.18

HP/Combi
RS.A1.BV.18

HP/Combi
RS.A1.BVFW.18

Gravity Pumped
RS.A2.EV.18

Gravity Pumped
RS.A2.BV.18

Gravity Pumped
RS.A2.BVFW.18

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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PREMIER COLLECTION INSPIRATIONS
Design your own perfect premier shower
Designed to be desired, every Premium Collection configuration offers maximum flexibility. Whether you’re looking
for a fixed or adjustable head, a hand shower or bath filler, there’s a configuration to suit your specific needs.

DESIGN 1

DESIGN 2

DESIGN 3

DESIGN 4

DESIGN 5

DESIGN 6

Infinia™ Dual Outlet Shower
with LED square drencher
and square metal hand
shower

HiQu™ Shower
Dual Outlet with oval
drencher and thin metal
hand shower

Q™ Edition Dual Outlet
Shower with round drencher
and Aqualisa
Vita™ Handset

Q™ Edition Bath/ Hand
Dual Outlet Shower with
bath fill and hand shower

HiQu XT™ mixer
shower with adjustable
shower head

HiQu XT™ mixer shower
with thin round adjustable
shower head

Infinia™
HP/Combi INF02HP
Gravity Pumped INF02GP

HiQu™
HP/Combi HQD1017
Gravity Pumped HQD1018

Q™ Edition
HP/Combi QDC.02.HP
Gravity Pumped
QDC.02.GP

Q™ Edition
HP/Combi QDC.02.HP
Gravity Pumped QDC.02.GP

HiQu XT™
HQXT000

HiQu XT™
HQXT000

900mm shower rail system
OPN6002

900mm shower rail system
OPN6002

Bath overflow filler
OPN8003

130mm 3 spray shower
head
OPN4006

140mm thin shower head
OPN4002

Slim metal hand shower
OPN3002

Smooth 1.5m hose
OPN7001

Dial Chrome/White Piazza
PIZ02
365mm Square LED Head
OPN1013
Square Hand shower
OPN5006

Metal Oval Head OPN1011
Thin metal hand shower
OPN5004
Wall mounted 400mm easy
fit round arm OPN3003

Bezel Rose Gold
QDD.AA.02
300mm Q™ Edition round
metal head OPN1017
Aqualisa Vita™ Hand shower
OPN4008

Bezel Rose Gold
QDD.AA.02

Smooth 1.5m hose
OPN7001

Metal 1.5m hose
OPN7002

Smooth Hose OPN7001
Round Wall outlet OPN7006

Deck mount hand shower holder
OPN9001

Wall mounted 400mm easy
fit round arm OPN3003

Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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Please refer to installation guide for installation requirements.
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HOW AQUALISA DIGITAL
SHOWERS WORK

The Premier Collection suits any home
Before planning your ideal Aqualisa bathroom, it’s important to understand how your choice of shower or bath

Aqualisa Quartz Smart Valves™

will work with your water system. The following diagrams are just a few examples of different configurations,
which will give you a good idea of how the set-up will fit around your bathroom.

Powered by Aqualisa’s award-winning smart technology, Q Edition, Infinia , ilux , Rise and HiQu are controlled
™

™

™

™

™

by a compact smart valve. This small but powerful device blends the hot and cold water and controls the flow with
smart precision to exactly the flow and temperature selected, regardless of the external temperature or
conditions. It can be located up to 10 metres away from the bathing area, in the loft, airing cupboard or under the
bath and delivers the perfect bath or shower every time.
Quartz Smart Valves™ also benefit from Aqualisa’s 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee.

blended

Which Quartz Smart Valve™ is right for you?

blended

The correct smart valve solution will be
determined by the water system in your home.

hot

The Quartz Smart Valve™, which is no larger

cold

than a shoe box, is for use with high pressure

Dual Outlet Shower
Q™ EDITION Dual Outlet
with Option Kit OPN5009 and

water systems which can include a combination

Remote Control (wireless)

boiler or mains fed water. It can also be teamed
with a suitable twin ended booster pump for
low pressure systems requiring a powerful
boost.
The Gravity Pumped version integrates a pump
to provide extra power for gravity systems.

blended

hot
cold

Single Outlet Shower
Q™ EDITION with modular
accessories, including options

Smart Diverter
B

Approximately half the size of a smart valve,

N
LE

DE

handset and rail system

D

the smart diverter simply connects to the
smart valve and converts a single outlet smart
product into a dual outlet smart product.
The ingenious smart diverter has the ability to
enable either outlet to work separately, or
simultaneously if required on certain products.

T1

LE

T
OU

blended

2
ET

TL

OU

It can even select your preferred outlet to
operate first, every time – ideal when switching
your shower on using your remote from outside
of your shower area.

blended

If fitting a Smart Diverter and HP/Combi Smart Valve

hot
cold

Dual Outlet Shower and Bath

complete with a separate booster pump, a suitable

Q™ EDITION Bath Dual Outlet

universal pump (which works on both positive and

with overflow filler, options

negative head conditions) will be required.

handset and rail system

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only.
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Processor colour may vary.
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Icon key
Simple and easy to use, each of these icons allows you to see at a glance what additional benefits a particular
product or accessory comes with.

High pressure water systems

Safe touch

Suitable for use with high pressure,

The surface of the product is safe to touch

combination boiler and boosted

with minimal heat transmission of the water

gravity systems
Proximity sensor
Gravity systems

When the shower is on, if you move away

Suitable for use with gravity systems

from it, flow will reduce by 10% and full
flow resume when you move back in front
of it

All water systems
Suitable for use with all water systems

Thermostatic
Instantly reacts to temperature

Spray pattern

fluctuations and water flow for consistent

This shower has 1 spray pattern

performance
Remote control

Spray patterns

A remote control positioned in any

Select from 3 spray patterns to suit

convenient location up to 10 metres away

your mood

PREMIER COLLECTION

Wireless remote control

Spray patterns

A wireless remote control positioned up to

Select from a choice of multiple spray

10 metres away, dependent on building

patterns to suit your mood

materials and construction of the property

Water saving
Offers 25% water saving, while maintaining
a satisfying shower

DIGITAL

Digital ready
Head/ Handsets that allow full flow
therefore enabling the digital products to
work at their full functionality

Easy to install
Quick and simple installation causing
minimal disruption to tiles and decor.
Exposed smart showers can be fitted in as
little as 2 hours

5 year guarantee
All components come with a 5 year parts
and labour guarantee
Brass body

Cool touch
The surface of the product is cool to touch
with no heat transmission of the water

A valve made from quality solid brass which
prevents the possibility of rusting

Please register your guarantee at: www.aqualisa.co.uk/guarantee
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When you register your shower, you can easily increase your FREE guarantee from 1 to 5 years.
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Aqualisa Products Limited
The Flyers Way
Westerham
Kent TN16 1DE
Customer Service and Technical Helpline: 01959 560010
Direct Account Support: 01959 560020
www.aqualisa.co.uk
enquiries@aqualisa.co.uk

The company reserves the right to alter, change or modify the product specifications without prior warning.
Please refer to the installation guides for technical information. Registered Trademark Aqualisa Products
Limited.
Copyright © Aqualisa 2019. All rights reserved. No part of this brochure may be reproduced whether by copying
or storing in any medium, electronic or otherwise, without the express permission of Aqualisa subject to any
contrary provision under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. Any unauthorised reproduction of any
part of this brochure may lead to a civil claim for damages or criminal prosecution.
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